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They were exposed to the realities of rural Zambia. The first reality was that rural Zambia hereabouts
tends to cling to the sides of what is possibly the only metalled road for miles around, and the second was

that those clinging to this road lead a pretty poor life. Nobody starved here but nobody went on safari
either.  Nowhere was there a display of wealth, but only of grinding poverty. All the establishments were

as small as the houses that surrounded them, and there wasn�t a mosque to be seen...

Marmite, Bites and Noisy Nights �in Zambia� is another day-by-day account of an expedition made by Brian and his wife,
Sandra, this time around the South Luangwa and Lower Zambezi national parks � in, unsurprisingly, Zambia.
However, it is also an example of how the travel-book genre can be harnessed for the purpose of humour, and of how
Brian tends to regard his travels as an opportunity not only to study the wonders of the natural world but also to
vent his opinions � whether these are on what he observes around him or on anything else that comes to mind.

This book describes the wildlife that Brian encounters, together with the people and the perils he encounters, but
it also catalogues a number of his valuable �insights�. There are expositions on the de-evolution of mankind, the likely
demise of mankind as a result of the resilience of pathogenic biological agents, the advantages of setting up a new,
online religion � and the desirability of the rapid evolution of both universal knee joints and inflatable boobs...

Praise for David�s previous books in the series, which details Brian and Sandra�s travels to Assam, Syria, Borneo, Cape
Verde, Namibia/Botswana, Morocco and Zambia: 

�A fascinating side to a country that is rarely seen... A highly recommended series� Cayocosta72
�A delightful and quirky journey� Lifelong Dewey

Featured on the Travelmag website

DAVID FLETCHER was born in Rugby. He attended the University of Birmingham and graduated with a degree
in Chemistry. David then trained as a Chartered Accountant at Touche Ross, which later become Deloitte,
where he rose to Partner. He is now retired.
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